
Part 1. Last leaves left

Some fell way morning
Shooting across the tyne

Cocaine, blue Monday high,
Last sticky rays are squeezed from the sun, 

First frost bites, 
Wind catching corners, 

Dust spirals, 
Thoughtlessness and some destruction.

His thoughts slipping with deja vu,
Might as well go with,

Back to his corner shop and his friend’s flat above,
But seconds thoughts die hard as nostalgia trips them up back on the 5th floor,

But first:
Laughing, straight talking, no fucking, no complaining, and for a second…

Smooth space - acceptance.
He told her she was looking - she accepted.

Yet falling through the skylight, with the crystal blue rising, still a full moon, a bloated warning.

She plays folk music, 
Her shadowed side cheek turning away, turning grey, turning pale green,

Matisse 1938, 
Fascism rising from a signifying break,
She tumbles into an endless longing,

Eroticising herself amongst virtual valleys

She to to him,
A fly on the wall,

A break down waiting to happen, 
First dismembered 

Then a space to be reassembled.

And his map,
Folded away in his tracksuit pockets,

One untraceable, liminal,
The backlands of boarder control,

Sewage pipes, train stations,
The central concern distorted in the process,

The central concern fictionalised by pre signifying rituals,
Evasion from the impossibility.

To explain to her,
What this map could be.

(She will think about him in years to come,
On her laptop in a train station, Buried deep in code, 

Her way to slice existential doubt, much like his, from the bone, 
Compress into into pixels, oder, storage space.

The scene crashes and he comes to mind,
His mouth as wide as the sandy breaking banks of the Tyne and his voice belting down the water 

to the string of steel bridges,
“I am here.”

Her taking his face later that evening, wanting to affirm him as subject/ it appears 2 dimensional, 
She holds it like cardboard, wavering, tears in her eyes.

`And shouting he was- roaring down the river



“For what and who gives a fuck?”)

She will think about his speed,
His reckless bravery

And she’ll feel like she’s going to get hit.

Part 2. Render Ghosts

Now both crawling a little, 
Melting into dirty bedsheets, 

Might as well go with,
Someone thinks.

Dull sensing, littered breathing,
Unfolding back-alley forms.

Wooden crates, 
Plastics forks,

Someone smoking,
Folding into ornamental, Props,

Nothing but mouths,
licking the other mouths down,

Tangled wires and spider plants weave his tongue into her mouth,
And he tastes like an ashtray smells,
She wretches and throbs and delves

Throbs into ascension,
From heavy flesh,
Infused with sweat,

Smashed up car bonnets, cola bottles, concrete slabs,

The bottles somehow smashing,
His untraceable map,

A concrete slab,
Her map invaded,

A smashed up concrete slab,
They meets a wall, uninterpreted please- TRASH- pleasure,

No game, the final frame,
The body left behind.

——

Together they make the street,
Heavy hung Plattenbaus and last weeks rubbish, uncollected from the strike,

No human in sight,
A drone spins around to uncover them,

Unmoving,
Render ghosts.

——-



Part 3. Deep winter sleep

Through the night,
He's not feeling right,

The blackened walls- frosted with ghostly smoke- cry out in promise of unwanted worlds,
His axis is tilting and head is at full dilation,

His deflating,
Trembling,

Slipping through the bedsheets,
Naahhh…

And then he wakes up in a shock of sweat and terror,
Fumbled for the fairy lights,

Plucking up a grey sky, it doesn't help.
The map doesn’t even work like that.

Her voice lucid, her eyes closed.
He looks to her - a stone gargoyle.

Part 4. Thawing frost

“April is the cruellest month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing

Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain.” - T.S Elliott

A woman in a bed asleep,
Half the covers unturned and the imprint of a body revealed,

A wooden chest of drawers beside the bed, the first draw open,
In the draw two candles, 

Wax split twisting green and white wax into a finger,
The 8 of wands,

The tower,
Strength,

An imprint of her period blood in the shape of her cunt on a folded up piece of toilet paper,
A tin filled with water and a small piece of blue card floating in the water.

It reads: Want.


